
Above Ground Pool Seal Assemblies 

When is it leaking, and Where is it leaking? 

 

Leaks that are occurring while the pump is running originating from the shaft area of the motor will be associated with 

leaking seal assemblies. You will notice water either dripping from the area with the arrow depending on which pump 

model you have. A regular Power Flo pump will be easy to spot the leaking area, Matrix models will require a little more 

inspection due to the area being completely enclosed. 

Replacement of the Seal Assembly 

Strainer Housing Removal 

Pending which model pump you have the first step will be removing the strainer housing, a Power Flo housing will 

unthread from the housing cover completely, sometimes there will be a C clip holding the housing in place so that it 

doesn’t turn. Matrix housings are held in place by a pull clip shown below. Simply pull up on the clip and it will come out 

releasing the housing.  

 

Removing Housing Covers 

The housing covers are held into place by basically the same method regular Power Flo will have a bolt and nut assembly 

while Matrix models will have a screw that goes into the housing itself. 

 



Impeller Removal 

Removal of the back panel on the motor will be required which can be done with either a flat head or a ¼ inch nut 

driver. This will expose the rear of the motor you should be able to see a large flat slot, this is where you can use a large 

flat screw driver to hold the shaft in place from here, then from the other side turn the impeller counter clock-wise to 

remove the impeller. 

 

Seal Assemblies 

Shown below are the main components of the seal assembly. There are 2 different models of seal that may be found in 

your pump. SPX1500KA (Shown below to the left) will have a separate cup that the seal sits in, while a SPX1250XZ2C 

(Shown below to the right) will not include a cup for installation, the seal itself will sit into the housing. 

 

At times the cup will not always be black, clear is in some older models of pumps. An o-ring sits in a lip along the bottom 

of the cup this is required in order to seal. 

 

 

 



Removal Seal Assembly 

As seen below and now that you have the impeller removed you will notice that half the seal is attached to the impeller 

and half should still be retained inside the pump housing. The part attached to the impeller should be removed first, 

sometimes part of this will stick to the impeller a small flat screw driver can be used to wedge it off of the impeller. The 

next challenge can be removing the other half from the pump housing. There will either be a cup and the seal or just the 

seal, this will let you know which seal assembly you need to replace the old with. After all the parts are removed clean 

up the area and prepare your new seal assembly. 

 

Lubrication 

In most instances you would use a good bit of JACKs lubricant but in this case I would use a small amount just enough to 

barely coat the rubber that houses the ceramic and the same for the cup o-ring if cup is present. 

 

Installation 

During installation you will basically be working backward from what has done to remove it. Place the ceramic and 

rubber seat into the pump housing, if cup was present install the new cup and o-ring as well. Everything should slide 

fairly easily back into position. Carefully position the new seal assembly onto the impeller you don’t want to accidently 

break the seal sitting it onto the impeller. It may require a bit of force to get it down flush onto the impeller.  

 



Proceed to thread the impeller onto the shaft by holding the back just like removal. Threading the impeller on will 

compress the seal, hand tightening is more than enough for this fitting. Lubricate the housing gasket and re-attach the 

housing cover. Lastly put the strainer housing back on either by threading it on or using the retaining clip for matrix 

models. After this is put back on your pump should be back and ready for working order. 

Notes 

Sometimes in order to hold the shaft in place in order to get the impeller off you will need a 7/16” open end wrench. 

The shaft is slotted allowing access to hold it in place. Sometimes for better access the capacitor can be removed by a ¼” 

nut driver, this will open up a large area for access to the shaft itself. 

You should always check the housings for cracks prior to replacing a seal assembly. There is no need to replace a pricey 

seal assembly when it could be something simple to identify.  

 


